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### ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABM</td>
<td>Treaty on the Limitation of Anti-Ballistic Missile Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BWC</td>
<td>Biological and Toxin Weapons Convention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTBT</td>
<td>Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CWC</td>
<td>Chemical Weapons Convention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAEA</td>
<td>International Atomic Energy Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICJ</td>
<td>International Court of Justice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPT</td>
<td>Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTM</td>
<td>national technical means</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPCW</td>
<td>Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMD</td>
<td>weapons of mass destruction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SUMMARY

• WMD-related arms control and disarmament measures are a form of global public good. In addition to providing key national security benefits to participating States, adherence to such agreements can also deliver several other secondary benefits. Moreover, such treaties largely work, with significant cases of outright treaty violations a rare occurrence. Nonetheless, when violations do occur, they can have a deeply corrosive effect on a treaty regime and the wider security environment, including the integrity of WMD-related arms control and disarmament measures as a whole.

• Reaching judgements on allegations of non-compliance with the objectives and purposes of WMD-related agreements is contingent upon several different factors, including the gravity of the alleged case of non-compliance; the source and credibility of the allegation; the investigative processes, tools and resources of the regime; and the wider political context.

• Where mandated, international treaty organizations can play an important role in addressing allegations of non-compliance. However, sufficient perceived impartiality and integrity on the part of these organizations is required in order for them to be able to play that role effectively. Agreed procedures to facilitate the resolution of compliance concerns are particularly important. WMD-related treaty regimes often have some flexibility to address non-compliance within agreed parameters. Innovation is sometimes required to address novel challenges; however, innovative or ad hoc approaches are more vulnerable to criticism, particularly in times of political tension.

• WMD-related agreements provide States Parties with a range of tools to address concerns over compliance. Some of these tools are underused. For example, when political support is forthcoming, consultative mechanisms can build factual common ground on issues of non-compliance, resolve minor technical issues, and develop technical solutions to address more serious disputes. There are also advances in science and technology that, if validated, would augment existing verification arrangements.
• Multilateral WMD arms control and disarmament agreements are based on an implicit division of labour between the technical secretariats of international bodies and States Parties. To be compliant with multilateral WMD treaties, States Parties both commit to undertake national activities and provide some form of information about domestic compliance. On occasion, States have underestimated the domestic requirements as part of this division of labour. There is also a role for non-State actors in a collaborative governance approach to compliance and enforcement.

• A variety of tools exist for the enforcement of WMD-related agreements. These range from the provision of assistance to referral to the Security Council. States acting individually or collectively play a key role in the development of solutions to enforce WMD-related treaties and restore compliance.
1 INTRODUCTION

Over the course of the twentieth century, States have—with the support of other kinds of stakeholders, including industry, academia and civil society—developed arms control and disarmament regimes to regulate or proscribe biological, chemical and nuclear arms. In the twenty-first century, these regimes to curb so-called weapons of mass destruction (WMD) are under considerable stress.

The issues faced by these distinct and different regimes vary. However, one recurrent challenge relates to ensuring and enforcing compliance. Drawing from the preceding papers in the WMD Compliance and Enforcement series, this paper identifies several cross-regime lessons for policy practitioners in this area to consider in their efforts to implement existing WMD-related agreements, strengthen regimes where needed, and develop future instruments.

The paper begins by providing context, highlighting the value of WMD-related arms control and disarmament as global public goods that provide several possible benefits transcending national borders. The paper then proceeds to look at the challenge of determining compliance and the role of international organizations in facilitating the resolution of compliance concerns. Subsequently, it explores the important role of procedural clarity in addressing concerns over non-compliance, before looking at the importance of a division of labour within multilateral treaties. The paper then discusses some underused tools in certain WMD-related agreements and concludes with reflections on compliance and enforcement of WMD-related treaties.
2 ARMS CONTROL AND DISARMAMENT

Arms control and disarmament are intricately linked yet different endeavours. Throughout recorded history human societies have applied certain constraints on the means and methods of warfare employed. However, the term ‘arms control’ was not devised until the 1950s when it emerged as a “method to manage arms competition” between nuclear armed superpowers. The concept reflected a recognition of the mutual interests of the United States and the Soviet Union “in the avoidance of a war that neither side wants, in minimizing the costs and risks of the arms competition, and in curtailing the scope and violence of war in the event it occurs”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Illustrative list of WMD-related arms control and disarmament agreements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1925 - Geneva Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1963 - Partial Test Ban Treaty (PTBT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968 - Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1972 - Biological and Toxin Weapons Convention (BWC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1972 - Strategic Arms Limitation Talks (SALT) I Interim Agreement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1972 - Treaty on the Limitation of Anti-Ballistic Missile Systems (ABM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987 - Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces (INF) Treaty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991 - Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty (START)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993 - Chemical Weapons Convention (CWC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996 - Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty (CTBT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010 - New START</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017 - Treaty on the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons (TPNW)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIGURE 1 Illustrative list of WMD-related arms control and disarmament agreements

Disarmament is different from arms control in that it “seek[s] to reduce the level of national military capabilities or to ban altogether certain categories of weapons”. If arms control is about managing arms competition between States, disarmament is about reversing such competition.

2.1 ARMS CONTROL AND DISARMAMENT AS GLOBAL PUBLIC GOODS

WMD-related arms control and disarmament agreements can be considered a form of global public good as the benefits of these agreements operate “across borders, generations and population groups”. States ratify and comply with WMD-related arms control and disarmament agreements because they view doing this to be in their national security interests. However, national security interests can be seen in narrow and broader senses. In a stricter sense, the constraints that WMD arms control and disarmament measures impose reduce the likelihood of these weapons being developed and used by other States to their major strategic advantage. In the process, these measures provide some transparency to States about the actions of others and additional predictability, which can allow for less militarized postures and reduced force levels in certain respects. In a broader sense, WMD regimes embody norms that establish expectations for States. The compliance and enforcement mechanisms they contain are important for upholding standards of behaviour and thus the vitality of those norms over the longer term. It can also be argued that these regimes provide benefits to non-member States in at least some cases.

In addition, as Dunworth points out, there are several other potential benefits to WMD-related treaty compliance (see Figure 2). In some cases, WMD-regime compliance can enhance a States’ international political standing or reputation, potentially facilitating concrete returns for being a ‘responsible’ international actor. In other cases, treaty compliance might partially be driven by governments seeking to mitigate domestic pressure, including from ‘pro-compliance coalitions’. In yet other cases, treaty compliance may derive from the internalization of particular norms of behaviour. Such norms can be treaty-specific, for example, when a State rejects a method of warfare as illegitimate, unacceptable or

---


8 As Von Stein notes “A reputation for keeping promises, for instance, can make it easier for governments to secure cooperation in the future and in other issue-areas”. Stein, Jana Von. 2010. “International Law: Understanding Compliance and Enforcement”. In The International Studies Encyclopedia, edited by Robert A. Denemark. p. 4.
irrational; or more habitual approaches that simply view treaty compliance as ‘the right thing to do’.\(^9\)

**Possible benefits and incentives for treaty engagement and compliance**

| Possible benefits and incentives for treaty engagement and compliance | National security benefits | e.g. regimes provide reciprocal national security benefits through limiting or prohibiting certain kinds of weapons as well as through greater transparency and predictability |
|---|---|
|  | Normative reasons | e.g. participation in a regime helps establish or strengthen WMD-related norms of behavior in international relations, in the end providing national security benefits through enhancing collective security |
|  | Reputational benefits | e.g. to demonstrate adherence to established norms and build a reputation of a ‘responsible’ participant of the international system, possibly with a view to securing concrete returns in other areas |
|  | Domestic factors | e.g. to minimize domestic legal/political pressure, including from pro-compliance coalitions |
|  | Access to technical assistance and expertise | e.g. via OPCW Scientific Advisory Board or IAEA technical assistance |
|  | Economic benefits | e.g. the CWC precludes States Parties trading certain chemicals with non-States Parties |

**FIGURE 2** Possible benefits and incentives for treaty engagement and compliance

These factors, or combinations of the above, can be important in decisions related to treaty compliance. Beyond these more general benefits, several treaty-specific incentives can be identified. For example, the Chemical Weapons Convention (CWC) precludes States Parties trading certain chemicals with non-States Parties, thereby creating a potent economic incentive for treaty compliance. In contrast, article X of the CWC entitles States Parties to “equipment, material and scientific and technological information” related to “protection against chemical weapons”.\(^10\) This constitutes a positive incentive for treaty participation.

The relative value of the benefits of WMD arms control and disarmament is not fixed. Nor will the perceived benefits of adherence to these agreements always outweigh the perceived

---

\(^9\) As Blix notes, “for a vast number of obligations under treaties, compliance is achieved simply because the parties have an interest in respecting the rules that they may have helped to create or because they have the habit of respecting legally binding obligations”. Blix, Hans. 2002. “Developing International Law and Inducing Compliance”. *Columbia Journal of Transnational Law* 41 (1): 1–13. p. 9.

costs. Wider contextual changes can affect the cost–benefit calculus of participation in WMD-related regimes. This is of concern in the current volatile environment, which has recently witnessed the collapse of the 1987 Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces (INF) Treaty and ongoing division in the CWC. Technological developments, international tension and domestic politics are combining in ways that can erode confidence in WMD-related agreements.

Certainly, technological developments in areas as varied as hypersonic weapons, offensive cyber capabilities, artificial intelligence and genome engineering may, in different ways, impact arms control and disarmament measures. As States compete to exploit technological progress for military purposes, it may lead States to reconsider or repudiate arms control and disarmament agreements. This might be because those States consider these developments to negatively affect their security calculus in materially discernible ways. Or, in contrast, it can be because these technological changes introduce significant new strategic uncertainties, leading States to hedge against worst case scenarios in ways other than arms control and disarmament agreements.

At the international level, the nuclear-armed States are embedded in a complex set of relationships, some of which have deteriorated this decade. For example, Russian–NATO relations have worsened significantly since the Russian Federation annexed the Crimea in 2014. In addition, the notion of arms control and disarmament sits uneasily within the domestic political contexts of several major States. Moreover, WMD arms control and disarmament are not seen by the general public in most countries as having the salience they did during the Cold War. Meanwhile, the authority of international organizations has arguably weakened, in part through the diminishing commitments of some States.

In this environment, it cannot be ruled out that the existing WMD international system of control might become progressively weaker. Indeed, some observers have framed the difficulties that WMD regimes face as indicative of a broader international security crisis unfolding that will see the breakdown of the current order. However, arms control and disarmament have been prematurely written off in the past only to bounce back as States realize the limitations of unbridled strategic competition, or following precarious periods, such as the crisis in the US–Soviet relations in the early 1980s.

---


Rather than wait for another perilous phase—or for the current one to worsen further—States and other stakeholders need to develop credible approaches, methods and practices to enforce WMD-related regimes and ensure compliance. It also requires recognition that the benefits of WMD regimes are not specific to any one particular international order, when, as this paper has explained, such agreements can have more general benefits.

2.2 COMPLIANCE AND NON-COMPLIANCE

Von Stein defines compliance as the “degree to which state behaviour conforms to what [an] agreement prescribes or proscribes”.14 WMD-related treaties often contain several different obligations. These treaty obligations can be positive or negative. Positive obligations commit States to undertake a particular course of action. For example, article VII of the CWC requires States Parties to transpose the treaty into national legislation. In contrast, negative obligations commit States not to undertake a particular activity. For instance, under article I of the Biological and Toxin Weapons Convention (BWC), States Parties commit not to develop biological weapons; whereas under article II of the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT), non-nuclear-weapon States undertake “not to manufacture or otherwise acquire nuclear weapons”.

Non-compliance can also vary in terms of seriousness.15 Although all forms of non-compliance can be problematic, some forms of non-compliance are much more problematic than others.16 As Trapp notes, in the early years of the CWC several cases of relatively ‘minor’ or ‘technical’ non-compliance emerged as a result of difficulties with the implementation of the CWC or differences in treaty interpretation.17 Yet these were not matters of international significance, and so were not even labelled as non-compliance. Similarly, Heinonen notes the term ‘non-compliance’ was not used to describe breaches of obligations under Comprehensive Safeguards Agreements by Egypt, Libya, the Republic of Korea and Romania.18

At the other end of the spectrum there are conscious violations of the ‘core’ objectives and purposes of WMD-related agreements. These occur when States seek to gain the benefits of WMD-related treaty participation while willfully disregarding the constraints imposed by such treaties, typically to gain a militarily significant advantage. Fortunately, such significant

---


15 See for example Heinonen’s contribution in this series, which outlines several ways a State can be non-compliant with safeguards agreements. Heinonen, Olli. 2019. “The IAEA Mechanisms to Ensure Compliance with Nuclear Non-Proliferation”. WMD Compliance and Enforcement series No. 2. UNIDIR.


18 Heinonen, Olli. 2019. “The IAEA Mechanisms to Ensure Compliance with Nuclear Non-Proliferation”. WMD Compliance and Enforcement series No. 2. UNIDIR.
cases of outright treaty violations are rare. As Dorn and Scott note, “most states comply with most of the agreements they have signed most of the time”. Nonetheless, when violations do occur, they can have a deeply corrosive effect on a WMD-treaty regime. In some cases, non-compliance can resonate beyond a specific treaty, fostering uncertainty over arms control and disarmament generally, as well as fuelling tension in the wider security environment. Indeed, in the past, States have even gone to war ostensibly based on perceptions of non-compliance with WMD-related treaties.

---


3 DETERMINING COMPLIANCE

Reaching judgments on allegations of non-compliance is contingent upon at least four different factors.

- **The gravity of the alleged case of non-compliance** (as discussed above). Specifically, it matters where the case falls on a spectrum from comparatively ‘minor’ or ‘technical’ non-compliance to deliberate treaty violations concerning the development or use of weapons.

- **The source and credibility of the allegation of non-compliance.** Specifically, whether this comes from a State, an organization or non-State actor, and the nature of the supporting evidence.

- **The investigative processes, tools and resources of the regime in question.** In particular, it matters whether there is institutional capacity to effectively detect and investigate an allegation of non-compliance.

- **The wider political context,** including the power of the States concerned about a breach of obligations and the response of the State Party suspected of non-compliance. Other factors can include broader international sentiment regarding the gravity of the suspected violation and the general level of States’ confidence in the ability of international institutions to address the compliance concern.

This section begins by looking at the sources of allegations of non-compliance with WMD-related regimes. It then proceeds to look at the process and tools for determining non-compliance.

3.1 THE SOURCE AND CREDIBILITY OF ALLEGATIONS OF NON-COMPLIANCE

Significant allegations of non-compliance with WMD-related regimes can emerge from a variety of different sources. The nature and credibility of the source is important, particularly when allegations of non-compliance relate to weapons deemed somehow ‘repugnant’ or ‘taboo’. Such allegations can be used as a ploy to disgrace opponents. As Perry Robinson noted, "Accusations of association with [chemical or biological weapons] have for centuries, even millennia, been used by well-intentioned as well as unscrupulous people to vilify enemies and to calumniate rivals".23

---

In the case of the BWC, non-compliance has been detected and reported principally by States. For example, as Lentzos notes, the United States raised questions over the outbreak of Anthrax at Sverdlovsk in 1979, and Cuba accused the United States of ‘biological aggression’ over Cuban territory, resulting in the convening of a formal multilateral BWC consultative meeting in 1997. Similarly, with the CWC, allegations of significant non-compliance have typically been raised by States Parties. However, the Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW) has also drawn from its internal verification machinery to detect cases of non-compliance. For example, as Trapp indicates, the OPCW Technical Secretariat has reported its concerns over declarations to the Executive Council. Open source information has also been used as a basis for identifying cases of alleged non-compliance with the CWC.

In the nuclear regime, as Heinonen indicates, the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) infrastructure has detected incidents of non-compliance. Following the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea’s initial report to the IAEA in 1992, it was the IAEA that detected inconsistencies that suggested the existence of undeclared plutonium. However, there is also evidence of three States—Romania, the Republic of Korea, and Libya—effectively self-reporting cases of non-compliance. Additionally, the IAEA has benefited from third-party information and open source data in the evaluation of safeguards in at least three cases of non-compliance that the IAEA addressed (Iraq, the Islamic Republic of Iran, and the Syrian Arab Republic).

### 3.2 NATIONAL TECHNICAL MEANS

Third-party information derived from national technical means (NTM)—that is, nationally-owned technical instruments, such as satellites and other remote sensing technologies—has clearly been important in detecting cases of non-compliance with WMD regimes. As Podvig and Woolf point out in relation to bilateral treaties, NTM are “essential for the successful implementation of a treaty, as they provide the parties with confidence that any significant

---


violation of the agreement will be detected in time”.\textsuperscript{30} Similarly, with the nuclear regime, States have detected significant cases of non-compliance using NTM and other forms of intelligence. States then submitted this information to the IAEA as third-party information.

NTM has also played a role in detecting non-compliance in the chemical and biological weapons regimes. However, NTM are more limited with chemical and biological weapons. As both Trapp and Lentzos indicate, the facilities required for the development and production of chemical and biological weapons and the dual-use nature of many aspects of chemistry and biology make unambiguous remote detection of non-compliance more difficult.\textsuperscript{31}

States’ NTM-related capabilities vary considerably. NTM often require highly specialized skills, as well as sophisticated technology and substantial resources to maintain, which place NTM beyond the capacity of some States. Moreover, States cannot necessarily rely entirely on the findings of other States on issues of non-compliance as such findings are not simple matters of factual, technical assessment. As Podvig and Woolf note in relation to bilateral treaties: “compliance assessments are almost always a matter of judgment, and can sometimes be based on political, rather than technical considerations”.\textsuperscript{32}

As such, allegations of non-compliance made by one State can be vulnerable to accusations of politicization. This is particularly the case when information obtained by NTM is kept classified or otherwise withheld from the public or relevant international bodies, regardless of the merits of the case. This was evident in public discussions around the INF. As Podvig and Woolf show, the lack of open information related to allegations of compliance or selective unilateral release of information contributed to the failure to resolve the compliance dispute.\textsuperscript{33} Accordingly, while NTM could make a useful contribution, relying on them as the only source of information for determining compliance can introduce a new set of problems.

3.3 OPEN SOURCE INFORMATION

Open source information can play a role in informing allegations of non-compliance. Moreover, civil society actors have long highlighted violations of WMD treaties and


\textsuperscript{33} Ibid. p. 15.
scrutinized allegations of non-compliance based on what has variously been termed “public technical means”,34 “societal verification”35 or open source data.36

More recent advances in technology have augmented the possible tools available to State and non-State actors to scrutinize treaty compliance.37 For example, open source data derived from video sharing sites, such as YouTube, has been used to detect instances of chemical weapons use in Syria.38 Moreover, in some cases there may be value to governments using open source data as it is easier to discuss in public than ‘classified’, secret information.

However, open source data has limitations. Firstly, open source evidence of events can be manipulated. This problem is likely to become more complicated in the future. Convincing ‘deepfake’ videos generated using artificial intelligence (AI) have already raised concern related to data manipulation. This has led to speculation that we are at the beginning of an “AI-powered arms race between video forgers and digital sleuths”.39

Second, although social media can make it more difficult to hide some events from public scrutiny, the specific details and causes of such events often remain open to interpretation. For example, for many observers, YouTube videos provided the first indication that a chemical attack had taken place in Ghouta in August 2013. However, there subsequently emerged several different accounts of what had happened and who was responsible.40

3.4 THE ROLE OF INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

The challenges in assessing both national allegations derived through NTM and open source information highlight the central importance of treaty organizations acting as bodies that are entrusted with the authority to assess issues related to compliance. Specialist bodies of


36 Early examples of this sort of function are evident in the so-called Yellow Rain case in which academics developed a compelling counter-hypothesis to argue that what had been “frequently mistaken as poison from the sky and which [the US government] asserted was a chemical warfare agent, was, in fact, the faeces of Asian honey-bees”, Meselson, Matthew S., and Julian Perry Robinson. 2008. “The Yellow Rain Affair—Lessons from a Discredited Allegation”. In Terrorism, War, or Disease? Unraveling the Use of Biological Weapons, edited by Anne L. Clunan, Peter R. Lavoy, and Susan B. Martin. pp. 72–96. p. 80.


38 Notably the OPCW has begun to employ open source information in support of Fact-Finding Operations.


international organizations, such as the OPCW Technical Secretariat and the IAEA Secretariat, play tangible roles in responding to technical—and to a lesser extent, political—questions related to non-compliance. Authoritative outputs of these specialist bodies can inform political decision-making in a manner that is widely accepted as reliable and objective.

Yet there are also limitations to the role specialist bodies can play. For example, significant cases of non-compliance with IAEA Comprehensive Safeguards Agreements were, historically, detected by actors other than the IAEA. In the biological regime, the three-person BWC Implementation Support Unit has neither the mandate nor the capacity to detect or raise issues of non-compliance.

Moreover, as Trapp notes, the legitimacy of specialist bodies and the value of their analysis is contingent upon meeting three key criteria. First, staff must meet the highest standards of efficiency, competence and integrity. Second, specialist bodies need to be authoritative and “conduct independent, technically competent and politically unbiased verification activities”.41 Third, it is paramount that the methods and tools used are “scientifically sound, validated, and robust for use in the field”.42 In addition, two further criteria might be added to those identified by Trapp. A fourth is that technical bodies within international organizations require sufficient resources to achieve their objectives; and fifth, the advice and findings of these technical bodies carry more weight when they clearly adhere to treaty procedures that the States Parties have, by agreement, established to guide their activities.

---


42 Ibid. p. 7.
4 PROCEDURAL CLARITY AND CONSISTENCY

The procedures to detect, assess and respond to non-compliance vary across regimes, as noted earlier. In the nuclear regime, for example, the IAEA has a well-established system to verify each State’s compliance with its undertakings under Comprehensive Safeguards Agreements. These form the foundation for an extensive inspection regime based on established criteria and guidelines, which are intended to provide the IAEA with a reliable basis for decision-making in relation to compliance with safeguards obligations. When complemented by an Additional Protocol, these procedures allow the IAEA to go beyond confirming compliance with Comprehensive Safeguards Agreements and draw a broader conclusion about the absence of undeclared nuclear materials or activities in a State. It is notable that the technical findings of the IAEA Secretariat have not been openly challenged by Member States.

On chemical weapons, Trapp notes that the “CWC establishes a sophisticated, multifaceted legal and procedural framework for compliance assessments and decision making in cases of noncompliance”. This includes a routine industry verification system, as well as a yet-to-be-used challenge inspection mechanism. Through these arrangements:

the [OPCW] has successfully managed a range of situations in which States Parties had fallen short of implementing the Convention as required. ... These compliance management mechanisms worked well until the use of Sarin and chlorine in the Syrian armed conflict.

Under the BWC, Lentzos observes that “an accepted procedure” for multilateral consultations under article V of the Convention has been successfully applied. Although, the outcome of the 1997 multilateral consultation convened to deal with Cuban allegations against the United States of ‘biological aggression’ was ambiguous.

While all regimes therefore have, to varying degrees, established procedures for addressing concerns over non-compliance, in practice these regimes also provide some space for operational flexibility and compromise. For example, In the case of the IAEA, the Secretariat has a degree of flexibility in the presentation of cases of non-compliance to the Board of Governors. In turn, the Board has some flexibility in adjudicating cases. In the CWC, there are several different routes for the finding of facts related to non-compliance (see fig. 3).

44 Ibid. p. 1.
As Trapp notes, for much of its history OPCW decision-making around compliance was characterized by flexible ‘pragmatism’ and worked in conditions in which the OPCW Executive Council was unified and the CWC was used as a reference point.47

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Summary of Trapp’s Taxonomy of CWC Fact-Finding Mechanisms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Routine verification measures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systematic verification of chemical weapons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systematic verification of Schedule 1 facilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Routine verification of industrial facilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-routine verification measures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investigations of alleged use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Challenge inspections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investigation and Identification Team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarification procedures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bilateral clarification procedures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarification procedures involving the Executive Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ad hoc mechanisms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fact-Finding Missions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Declaration Assessment Team</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIGURE 3** Summary of Trapp’s Taxonomy of CWC Fact-Finding Mechanisms

### 4.1 THE LIMITS OF FLEXIBILITY

There are nevertheless limits to the extent that international organizations can apply pragmatic flexibility in addressing cases of non-compliance. States Parties of the CWC did not invoke established provisions for non-routine inspections (i.e. challenge inspections) in response to allegations of chemical weapons use in the Syrian conflict because, Trapp argues, “States Parties feared that invoking them might carry excessive political risks; a failure to properly implement such CWC investigations could also have damaged the mechanisms themselves”.48

Instead, the OPCW developed innovative, ad hoc tools, specifically the Fact-Finding Mission and the Declaration Assessment Team, to address allegations of Syrian chemical weapons use. These tools were developed at a time of growing political discord over the Syrian conflict, including significant disputes between States Parties over the most basic facts.49 The ad hoc nature of these tools, and the limited negotiation on their terms of reference left

---

47 Ibid. p.20.
48 Ibid.
them “vulnerable to accusations of political bias as well as lack of procedural and technical integrity”. As such, one lesson of consequence is the importance of specialist bodies and States Parties operating within the boundaries of agreed treaty procedures, particularly when dealing with potentially divisive cases of alleged non-compliance.

However, established procedures may not always be suited to dealing with new or non-standard challenges. For example, the programme to eliminate declared stockpiles of Syrian chemical weapons required an innovative approach: the destruction of chemical agents at sea, albeit in a manner rooted in OPCW procedures. This remarkable programme received political support that was “sufficiently constant to avoid legal challenges”. At this point, it is unclear how other innovations to manage compliance, such as the new OPCW Investigation and Identification Team, which is tasked with identifying the perpetrators of chemical weapons use in the Syrian conflict, will fare.

For States seeking to preserve WMD treaties, particularly those such as the BWC and the CWC that are of unlimited duration, the experience further highlights the value of ongoing contingency planning and scenario-mapping-type exercises to prepare treaty regimes and States Parties for an uncertain future.


LESSONS FROM ACROSS WMD-RELATED REGIMES

5 A DIVISION OF LABOUR

Multilateral WMD arms control and disarmament agreements are based on what has been labelled a ‘division of labour’ between specialist international bodies, such as the OPCW Technical Secretariat, and States Parties.\(^5^2\) Under the conditions of this division, States (and domestic institutions within them) assume a significant, yet sometimes underappreciated, role in the implementation of treaties and the reporting of non-compliance, as well as the enforcement of treaties (discussed further in section 7.2).

5.1 NATIONAL IMPLEMENTATION

To be compliant with multilateral WMD treaties, States Parties often commit to undertake national activities\(^5^3\) to transpose an international agreement into national law and implement regulatory measures in support of treaty fulfilment. As Dunworth has indicated, the detailed and intrusive nature of recent treaties can result in “complex, time-consuming and expensive” sets of national implementation measures.\(^5^4\) In the past, States Parties have underestimated the effort and resources required to implement agreements.\(^5^5\)

Yet for all the costs, there are also considerable benefits to the process of national implementation. First, national implementation of international treaties reinforces the legal and normative weight of such agreements. Second, domestic institutions, including engaged officials, industry and civil society actors, can play an important role as guardians of compliance, limiting executive scope for non-compliance and, when required, pushing the issue of compliance onto the domestic political agenda.\(^5^6\) The process of national implementation ideally “creates ownership and capacity in the States Parties and leads to long-term commitments to implement and enforce the CWC norms and requirements”.\(^5^7\)


\(^{5^3}\) As required under BWC article IV and CWC article VII.


\(^{5^5}\) As Trapp has noted, “many States Parties had underestimated the amount of regulatory and administrative work and the resources that implementing the CWC required”. One of this paper’s authors saw this first hand in the case of national implementation of the CWC after its entry into force in 1997 as a member of a national authority; see Trapp, Ralf. 2019. “Compliance Management under the Chemical Weapons Convention”. *WMD Compliance and Enforcement series No. 3*. UNIDIR. p. 13.


This long-term commitment also extends to creating or contributing to an informal cadre of implementers in government, academic and relevant industries.

5.2 NATIONAL REPORTING

As part of the division of labour, States Parties to multilateral agreements also commit to provide some form of information about domestic compliance with WMD-related agreements. Indeed, as Blix remarked, this form of national compliance reporting is itself, “An increasingly common, mild, and rather subtle means of inducing compliance”.58 Yet it is also of importance in monitoring compliance and serves as a baseline for governments and international bodies to assess compliance. For example, States are required to submit declarations to the IAEA and OPCW; in the BWC, States Parties are obliged to submit politically binding confidence-building measures covering areas such as national biodefence and oversight frameworks. However, as Lentzos notes, participation in the confidence-building measures “remains limited”.59

More recently, several innovative tools to assist with monitoring and enhancing aspects of compliance have emerged. For example, in the BWC context, collectives of States have used peer review and transparency visits to better understand national implementation and share results on lessons learned.60 Such tools can help build confidence in compliance with treaty arrangements.

5.3 COLLABORATIVE GOVERNANCE

The thematic papers in this series have highlighted the potential role of a variety of stakeholders in bolstering WMD compliance and enforcement. This is consistent with a wider trend towards collaborative governance approaches to addressing WMD-related challenges61 and includes support from the following key groups:

1. Non-governmental scientific experts who can supply insights into the positive and negative implications for WMD treaties that arise from advances in science and technology.


2. External stakeholders with treaty-related expertise that can, under certain conditions, provide technical expertise in support of treaty implementation and maintenance or compliance monitoring.

3. Non-governmental stakeholders engaged in scientific research in industry and academia that can play an important role in shaping treaty negotiations and optimizing domestic governance. Industry and academic engagement are particularly important in regimes, such as the CWC and the BWC, that seek to manage dual-use technology around the world.

4. Civil society actors outside of government that can play a valuable role in holding States accountable, monitoring compliance and investigating alleged non-compliance with WMD treaties through ‘societal’ or ‘open source’ verification.

5. There may also be scope for considering how actors in the financial sector might play a greater role in bolstering WMD compliance and enforcement. For example, a collective of investors has already developed mechanisms to boycott investments in companies producing weapons.

---
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6 UNDERUSED TOOLS AND TECHNOLOGIES

WMD-related agreements can provide States Parties with a range of tools and technologies to address concerns over non-compliance. Some of these tools appear to have been underused.

6.1 CONSULTATIONS

WMD-related treaties often make use of treaty-based consultative mechanisms to resolve concerns over non-compliance. These mechanisms have been successful in many cases. Podvig and Woolf argue, for instance, that bilateral consultative bodies in treaties such as the START Treaty, have “proven effective over the years because the parties can share technical data and devise compromise solutions to vexing problems.” Trapp points to how cooperative procedures for resolving CWC compliance concerns were generally successfully addressed either through bilateral procedures or through OPCW facilitation. Lentzos’ account of the BWC highlights how the consultative process was used successfully in 1997 in so far as both Cuba and the United States, and many other delegations, were satisfied with the handling of the consultative process and it allowed States to have their say.

In some cases, there may be sound reasons for not using consultation procedures. For example, there is sometimes a preference for informal backroom diplomacy over the formal invocation of multilateral consultation procedures as provided for under article V of the BWC, particularly if the former approach seems likely to resolve the compliance concern without the need to escalate the process further. In other cases, States Parties may deem it to be more constructive to defer difficult consultations over non-compliance until political conditions are more conducive to constructive discussion. This obviously has its risks: it might be seen as avoiding difficult compliance questions, which might encourage non-compliance. In addition, instances of non-compliance could become worse in the absence of a response.

---

65 For example, SALT I had the Standing Consultative Commission; the Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces Treaty the Special Verification Commission; START the Joint Compliance and Inspection Commission; and in New START there is the Bilateral Consultative Commission.


Nevertheless, consultations have proved successful, particularly in bilateral treaties, wherein they have helped to establish factual common ground related to issues of non-compliance; to resolve minor issues arising from treaty implementation; and to develop technical solutions that address more serious disputes. Such consultative procedures can further provide a safe space in which States can build a better understanding of the legitimate concerns of other States, a step that is important in resolving disagreements over compliance. It has been suggested that consultations could have “latent potential” in other regimes, such as the BWC.  

6.2 INVESTIGATIONS AND SPECIAL INSPECTIONS

As discussed above, the OPCW did not apply non-routine inspections in response to recent uses of chemical weapons. Similarly, as Heinonen indicates, a special inspection tool is available to the IAEA in cases where the information provided by a State is inadequate. Yet, as noted by Heinonen, this has only been invoked on two occasions. It was invoked in 1992, when a special inspection of Romanian facilities was undertaken at the request of Romania, and again in 1993, when the IAEA Director-General requested a special inspection of nuclear storage facilities in the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, but the agency was refused access. As such, the IAEA system of special inspections has never really been tested outside of a cooperative environment.

Special inspections and investigations should not be invoked frivolously. However, these should be considered normal components of treaty regimes. Moreover, as Heinonen has remarked, “when they make it possible to clarify the picture or to remove inconsistencies, the world community must not shy away from them”. By not using investigations and special inspections, States have elevated the political sensitivities associated with their use to the point where they may become unusable.

71 Heinonen, Olli. 2019. “The IAEA Mechanisms to Ensure Compliance with Nuclear Non-Proliferation”. WMD Compliance and Enforcement series No. 2. UNIDIR.
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6.3 TECHNOLOGIES OF RELEVANCE FOR ADDRESSING NON-COMPLIANCE

As Trapp notes, advances in science and technology can “offer new solutions for the conduct of verification activities” and help organizations in “taking on new investigative challenges”. For example, open source datasets can be—and have been—analysed with machine learning to follow events, make connections, and determine patterns and trends that might not otherwise be readily discernable. Chemical forensics can potentially assist in identifying production methods for chemical weapons, something that can potentially be useful, along with other data, in the attribution of chemical attacks.

Several other specific technologies, including remote sampling technologies, geospatial tools, blockchain and drones could all potentially play a role in enhancing existing verification systems. However, to contribute successfully to verification or investigation activities, these new tools—and their limitations—need to be understood, to ensure such tools are “scientifically sound, validated, and robust for use in the field”. Operating guidelines also need to be developed and assimilated by relevant organizations that could learn from, and otherwise assist, each other in this regard.

7 ENFORCEMENT MEASURES

As Dunworth discusses in her paper, there are a range of types of non-compliance. Correspondingly, there is a menu of possible tools for the enforcement of WMD-related agreements. These range from the provision of assistance to redress non-compliance; to national measures, such as ‘naming and shaming’ or the use of national criminal courts; to gradually escalating treaty-based measures; to the International Court of Justice (ICJ) and the Security Council; through to unilateral action (see fig. 4).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Illustrative examples of tools to respond to non-compliance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Technical assistance</strong> e.g. supporting enactment of national legislation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reputational sanctions</strong> e.g. naming and shaming non-compliant States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Civil law actions</strong> e.g. Class action against exporters of chemical precursors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Request for measures to redress</strong> e.g. through the OCPW Executive Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>National criminal prosecution</strong> e.g. French/German prosecution on Syrian chemical weapons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>National sanctions</strong> e.g. US non-proliferation sanctions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Likeminded/regional sanctions</strong> e.g. EU sanctions on nuclear programmes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Diplomatic approaches by Director-General</strong> e.g. in response to reports of Sudanese chemical weapon use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Suspension of treaty privileges/assistance</strong> e.g. IAEA suspension of technical assistance to a State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Collective treaty measures</strong> e.g. OPCW Conference of States Parties recommendation for collective punitive measures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Referral to Security Council</strong> e.g. IAEA 2003 referral of the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Referral to the ICJ</strong></th>
<th>e.g. CTBT Organization referral of issues to ICJ by mutual consent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>United Nations Sanctions</strong></td>
<td>e.g. Sanctions imposed on Iraq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ICJ Advisory Opinion</strong></td>
<td>e.g. Advisory Opinion on legality of nuclear weapons use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Unilateral action</strong></td>
<td>e.g. Military strikes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIGURE 4 Illustrative examples of tools to respond to non-compliance**

In some cases of non-compliance, there is the option of invoking specific treaty measures. For example, under article XII of the CWC, the Conference of the States Parties can agree to restrict or suspend another States Parties’ rights and privileges or “recommend collective measures”. Similarly, as Heinonen indicates, the IAEA Board of Governors can call for the return of materials and equipment and suspend membership or cooperation.\(^8^0\) International organizations can also refer cases to the Security Council, as the IAEA Board of Governors has done in the past. However, international organizations have limited powers to deal with significant cases of non-compliance and to enforce hard cases. Moreover, States do not always fully accept the findings of international organizations. For example, before the 2003 Gulf War, the United States chose to rely on its own assessment of Iraq’s nuclear programme, rather than on the conclusions of the IAEA.\(^8^1\)

### 7.1 EXOGENOUS ROUTES TO TREATY ENFORCEMENT

In more serious cases, enforcement options lie outside of treaty regimes. Trapp’s paper is illuminating in this regard, highlighting how States have sought different approaches to enforcing the CWC.\(^8^2\) For example, Germany and France have reportedly opened criminal investigations into chemical weapons use in the Syrian conflict; while a collective of States launched the International Partnership Against Impunity for the Use of Chemical Weapons, which applies sanctions against individuals and entities involved in Syrian chemical weapons attacks. Singly or in combination, measures such as criminal investigation, civil law measures and naming and shaming might deter treaty violations by States and national public sector organizations, private companies and individuals. However, as Trapp notes there is a risk that such efforts might “confuse the issues of treaty compliance and criminal
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\(^8^0\) Heinonen, Olli. 2019. “The IAEA Mechanisms to Ensure Compliance with NPT Safeguards.” *WMD Compliance and Enforcement series No. 2*. UNIDIR.

\(^8^1\) Ruzicka, Jan. 2019. “Nuclear Non-Proliferation Regime: Between Prevention and Prohibition”. In *Regulating Global Security: Insights from Conventional and Unconventional Regimes*, edited by Nik Hynek, Ondrej Ditrych, and Vit Stritecky. pp. 53–75. [https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-98599-2_4](https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-98599-2_4).

\(^8^2\) Trapp, Ralf. 2019. “Compliance Management under the Chemical Weapons Convention”. *WMD Compliance and Enforcement series No. 3*. UNIDIR.
responsibility”. Moreover, the use of national or regional enforcement tools can generate political challenges and fuel political divisions, even when they are intended to complement or reinforce multilateral WMD regimes.

Some WMD-related compliance challenges concerning non-proliferation can potentially be addressed through export control regimes, such as the Australia Group, the Missile Technology Control Regime, and the Nuclear Suppliers Group. Export controls can deny actors suspected of non-compliance with WMD treaties the materials, equipment and knowledge they require to pursue WMD-related programmes. Some States view these strategic export control regimes as important components of their efforts to comply with the prohibitions and obligations of WMD regimes in that they permit adherents to these regimes to, in effect, coordinate their national export control practices. However, this is not without controversy: decisions made in the context of such regimes can be contentious for non-adherents, and some States view these mechanisms as unfair, arbitrary suppliers’ cartels. Moreover, intangible (digital) transfers of technology pose growing challenges to the effectiveness of export controls.

States also have the option of referring some matters to the ICJ and indeed some WMD treaties, such as the CWC and the Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty (CTBT), include provisions for seeking an ICJ Advisory Opinion or referring disputes to the ICJ. However, as Dunworth notes, there appears to have been a preference in the past for avoiding external adjudication of treaty related issues. Moreover, ICJ procedures can take a considerable amount of time and some States remain outside of the ICJ and beyond its jurisdiction.

In the cases of serious non-compliance with core treaty obligations, States are often limited to referring the matter to the Security Council, which remains the ultimate arbiter of compliance disputes. The Security Council has several tools to enforce treaties at its disposal, including sanctions and, in extreme cases, authorizing the use of force. In reality, political division in the Security Council has in many cases prevented this body from reliably enforcing WMD treaty compliance, particularly when an allegation involves one of the five Permanent Members or a close ally of one. This is particularly problematic in the current environment. As Trapp notes, when “willingness to cooperate and apply common rules is lacking, narrow...
national interest and geopolitical considerations can become predominant and collectively enforcing the law is becoming more and more difficult.\(^8^8\)

### 7.2 LEADERSHIP AND THE RESTORATION OF COMPLIANCE

Ultimately, States will get the WMD-related regime compliance they invest in—as reflected in their commitment, impartiality and efforts to support these regimes over the long run. Furthermore, as the papers of this series illustrate, States, individually or collectively, need to show leadership in the development of solutions to enforce WMD-related treaties and restore compliance.\(^8^9\) For example, it was the United States that concluded the 1994 Agreed Framework that aimed to bring the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea back into compliance with its NPT safeguards obligations and established a freeze on some of its nuclear activities. As well, a collective of European States, working with China, the Russian Federation and the United States, developed the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action aimed at ensuring Iranian compliance with the nuclear regime. Similarly, the Russian Federation and the United States agreed the framework for the destruction of declared Syrian chemical weapons, as well as the establishment of the United Nations–OPCW Joint Mission.

In all these cases, international organizations played an important supporting role, but it was interested States acting independently of treaty regimes that individually or collectively led the process of restoring compliance to these regimes. This reliance on the willingness of States is problematic in an era where some key States that have historically provided leadership are pulling back—or have pulled back—and when there are no guarantees that a State or coalition of States will be sufficiently concerned to address a serious case of non-compliance with a WMD-related regime. As such, perhaps a further lesson is that States must be willing to assume a greater burden for the enforcement of WMD-related treaties in ways that exercise the potential of these agreements, rather than bypassing them in pursuit of their immediate, short-term goals.

---
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8 MOVING FORWARD

There are several ways in which the findings of this, and other papers in UNIDIR’s series on compliance and enforcement of WMD-related regimes, can be built upon to strengthen these treaties.

1. **Systematically mapping out compliance and enforcement in other issue-areas** to identify how practices beyond arms control and disarmament regimes could be adapted and applied to enhance compliance and enforcement in WMD-related treaties. As Dunworth notes, important lessons and considerations could be derived from practices in the fields of human rights, environmental law and the financial sector, for instance.⁹⁰

2. **Building a greater understanding of the comprehensive range of mechanisms to enforce treaty compliance and their advantages and disadvantages.** Recent events have led some States to apply less traditional approaches to compliance management, such as extraterritorial criminal investigations. The full implications of these approaches are not yet clear, but in some cases this has been politically divisive. Laying out the full range of tools available to States to enforce treaty compliance, along with their strengths and weaknesses, could also serve as a deterrent to potential treaty violators.

3. **Updating policy practitioners’ understandings of why States comply with WMD-related treaties** and whether the incentives and benefits of treaty compliance could be better leveraged to facilitate compliance with WMD-related regimes and improve their political support. Dunworth notes that academic scholarship on compliance-related matters has advanced considerably in recent decades as scholars have investigated compliance and non-compliance cases and developed and tested more sophisticated theories.⁹¹ These developments have yet to trickle into policy discussions and could inform the cost–benefit analysis of compliance with WMD-related regimes and point to new, practical ways in which to incentivize compliance.

---


⁹¹ Ibid. p. 19.
4. **Undertaking a cross-regime analysis of the technologies available to States and international organizations to detect and assess treaty violations.** This could include looking at new forms of remote sensing; at mechanisms to collect, validate and preserve open source data; and at the use and limitations of big data and machine learning. It would also be useful to look across regimes at operating procedures to ensure the “methods and tools used ... are scientifically sound, validated, and robust for use in the field”.

5. **Systematically assessing the role that actors outside of government could play in collaborative governance across WMD-related regimes.** As indicated in this series, several sets of stakeholders play valuable roles in supporting WMD compliance and enforcement. Thinking strategically about how their future contributions could aid WMD-related regime compliance and enforcement, and in which ways, would help to optimize those regimes. Nowhere is this clearer than in the life sciences, in which the so-called democratization of biology is changing the nature of the risk of hostile misuse of the life sciences and necessitating a web of prevention involving a range of non-State actors.

---


9 REFLECTIONS

WMD-related arms control and disarmament measures are a form of global public good. In order to maximize the benefits of these agreements, States Parties need to have confidence in others’ compliance, and in the credibility and impartiality of procedures to detect, assess and respond to concerns of non-compliance.

Detecting and assessing compliance depends upon several different factors, including the processes and tools available to States (and treaty bodies) and the wider political context. Assessing compliance can involve political judgements as well as technical observations. This points to the important role that international treaty organizations can play as impartial bodies in resolving concerns of non-compliance.

Significant treaty violations are better addressed through established procedures. Moreover, key WMD-related treaties have a degree of flexibility within agreed procedures that can been utilized when political support for the resolution of compliance issues is forthcoming. However, in conditions where political support is absent, flexible approaches or ad hoc solutions to address concerns over non-compliance are vulnerable to accusations of politicization or a lack of “procedural and technical integrity”94 This points to the importance of, first, operating within established procedures wherever feasible and, second, contingency planning to prepare treaty regimes as far as possible for an uncertain future.

Effective compliance also requires that States fulfil their responsibilities as part of the division of labour between themselves and international organizations (and other stakeholders). This requires tending to treaty regimes and compliance reporting, something that can involve a wider range of actors as part of a collaborative governance approach, but the primary responsibility lies with States. After all, when faced with non-compliance, States ultimately assume the burden for the enforcement of WMD-related treaties. Moreover, a wide range of enforcement tools is at their disposal to respond and restore treaty compliance. In sum, States need to demonstrate leadership and commitment to the treaty regimes to which they are party.
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